0.
Introduction. Let A = C[x, y]/(y2 -x\x + 1)) be the affine coordinate ring of the nodal cubic curve y2 -x2(x + 1) over the complex number field. Let n > 1 be an integer, let^, = zy"~l -x" and let Bn be the subring of the localized ring C[x,y, z][l/f"] consisting of all fractions g/f" such that g is a homogeneous polynomial of degree r • n, r > 0. We show that B(A ®c Bn) = Z". Since Bn is the affine coordinate ring of a surface we see every finite cyclic group is the Brauer group of a three-dimensional noetherian integral domain. Since every finite abelian group G is of the form Zni © • • • © Z^ we see that G is the Brauer group of the three-dimensional noetherian ring A <8>c (Bn¡ © • • • ©5^). §4 uses excision techniques to calculate B(R[x, l/x]) for certain rings R.
In this paper cohomology is always étale cohomology and a sheaf will always mean a sheaf in the étale topology. Throughout all unexplained notation and terminology is as in [10] . Tensor products and fibred products are always over the ground field k which is the field of complex numbers except in §4 where k is only required to have characteristic zero. be a commutative diagram of schemes. Let F be a contravariant functor from the category of schemes over Y0 to the category of abelian groups. Suppose FY (that is, F restricted to Y¡) is a sheaf on Y, for each i. We will write FY¡ to mean the direct image sheaf/"F,-on Y0 defined by f*FY{V) = Fyf^V X Y¡> Y¡). and the spectral sequence Hg+9(X, F)*=HP(Z, H%(F)). For more details on cohomology with supports in a closed subscheme see [9, V, 6 and VIII, 6.6] and [7, III, 6].
2. The Brauer group of a ruled surface. In this section a ruled surface X is a nonsingular protective surface over the field k together with a surjective morphism it: X -» C to a nonsingular projective curve C such that the fibre Xy is isomorphic to P1 for every closed point >> e C and such that it admits a section. From [10, V, 2.2] we see that every ruled surface is birationally equivalent to C X P1. Since the Brauer group is a birational invariant between complete nonsingular surfaces [7, III, Corollaire 7.2], to study the Brauer group of ruled surfaces we look at those of the form CxP1. We wish to see that the image of <J> is the diagonal of Pic A © Pic X. It is clear that the image of Pic(y X A) is the diagonal of Pic X ® Pic X so we check now that the image of #,: Pic(C x X) -+ Pic X ® Pic X is the diagonal. Let Ê be an in vertible sheaf on C X X in the Zariski topology. Let/,: QtX X -> C X X and f2: Q2X X -> C X A be the closed immersions. The map </>, is induced by £ i-> (fî&yfî £) where we are viewing sheaves on Q¡ X X and Q2 X X as sheaves on A\ By [10, Proposition II 6.6], Pic X « Pic(C X A') by the map 911 h» w*^ii where w: C X X -» A is the projection. Since w/, = 1^ and mf2 = lx we see that/f and^1 are both inverses for it*. Sof* = f* and/f£ is isomorphic tof*tas6x modules. So we see that the image of <i> is the diagonal of Pic A © Pic A'. The following sequence is exact: 0 -» Pic X -> H2(C X X, GJ -» H2(C X X, Gj © H\X, Gm) -» /f2(A-, Gm) © //2(A, Gm).
(3.3)
We will need the following. we see that HP{X, /i") = 0 for all p > 2 and for every n > 0. From the long exact sequence of cohomology associated to (3.5), HP{X, Gm) at HP(X, Gm) by the nth power map for all n > 0 and all p > 2. However, by [7, II, Proposition 1.4] the groups HP(X, Gm) are torsion groups for/7 > 2, so HP(X, Gm) = 0 for/? > 2. Let X be the projective plane P2 and let Z be the curve whose homogeneous equation is /" = zy"~l -x" = 0, n > 2. Then Z is a curve of degree n, genus (n -1)(« -2)/2. If n > 2, Z is singular and its desingularization is isomorphic to P1. Let U = X -Z. Then U is a regular affine surface whose coordinate ring Bn is the set of all homogeneous elements of degree zero in the localized ring k[x,y, z][l/fn]. We will see that Pic(5") = Z" and B(Bn) = 0. 
